BEWARE!

But, I didn’t buy a Kindle...
Accidental reply-to-all hits
39,979 NYU students

We've all been there.

Max Wiselitjer, a sophomore at New York University, was simply trying to forward an email from the Breaker's Office to his mother on Monday. Instead, Wiselitjer accidently hit "reply to all," cc'ing 39,979 of his fellow NYU students in the process.

Wiselitjer, realizing what he had done, fired off a quick apology. But his email "triggered a rare, University-wide revolution," Kelly Weil wrote in NYU Local, the student newspaper. "We simultaneously realized that any message, complaint, whim, link, video, or GIF could be sent to nearly 40,000 people in an instant."

And thousands of students did.

"So, how is everyone today?" wrote one.
"Does anyone have a pencil I could borrow?" wrote another.
"Would you rather fight 100 duck sized horses, or 1 horse sized duck?" another asked.

A visually inclined student simply attached a photo of Nicolas Cage, which 40,000 students now share and can enjoy whenever they want.

Weil wrote:

We had been given a great and terrible power. For a moment we contemplated responsibility, then gleefully tossed it aside in favor of posting pictures of cats. The ensuing hours were referred to as "The Reply-Allpocalypse," "The Day NYU Broke," and "Will Everyone Please Just Shut Up."

How exactly did they obtain such power? It turns out that David Vogelsang, who works at the NYU Student Resource Center, accidentally used the wrong listserv software to send out the innocuous email that sparked the inundation.

news.yahoo.com/blogs/lookout/replyallcalypse-nyu-email-141306209.html
WHERE THE HELL IS MATT?

[Website image with the text: "WHERE THE HELL IS MATT?"

URL: wherethehellismatt.com]
VIRTUAL CHOIR

3746 videos from 73 countries - launched April 2nd 2012

Virtual Choir 3, "Water Night", received 3746 videos from 73 countries around the world and launched on April 2nd 2012 at a live event at Lincoln Center, broadcast on Lincoln Center Website, and revealed online.

The directors, Cape, developed creative solutions for this volume of material to a brief, working closely together with Eric to develop the final film inspired by the Virtual Choir community and the text from Water Night by Octavia Butler.

ericwhitacre.com/the-virtual-choir
SURVEYMONKEY CONTRIBUTE

Take surveys. Help Charities. Enter to Win!

How it Works
1. Sign up for free
2. Take a survey
3. Earn rewards for charity and enter sweepstakes

Learn More »

Win-Win
With every survey you take, we'll donate $0.50 to a charity you pick, and give you a chance to win $100.

Greater Good
Donate to world class charities and support their amazing work.

See our full list of charities »

contribute.surveymonkey.com
FACEBOOK GRAPH SEARCH

Introducing Graph Search

Discover restaurants, music and more
Explore new places to eat and new bands to listen to—all through people you know.

Find more of what you’re looking for through your friends and connections. Try a Search

facebook.com/about/graphsearch
WEIRD GRAPH SEARCH RESULTS

actualfacebookgraphsearches.tumblr.com/
TORNADO DAMAGES USM CAMPUS

Hattiesburg campus closed Tuesday; classes resume Thursday

The Hattiesburg campus remains in a state of emergency and will remain closed on Tuesday. Wednesday classes have been cancelled. Faculty and staff should report to work on Wednesday. Classes will resume on Thursday.

Dr. Rodney Bennett named UNIVERSITY’S 10TH PRESIDENT

The potential is endless .... Southern Miss to the Top! >

Future Students | Alumni & Friends | Current Students | Faculty & Staff

www.usm.edu/
CLICKTALE: CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE ANALYTICS

www.clicktale.com
UM WEBSITE
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
ONE SITE, ANY DEVICE
NEW THINGS TO LEARN... FAST!

• To improve **performance**:
  • Use sprites to collect dozens of icons into a single file.
  • Compress CSS and JS files to eliminate wasted space.
  • Design around progressive enhancement.
  • Trick browser into using graphics card for improved performance of regular stuff.

• To improve **consistency**:
  • Use a normalizing CSS file to impose layout standards across browsers.
  • Use Javascript to further standardize browser performance.
  • Build and rely on a standard flexible-responsive grid.
  • Use a CSS precompiler like SASS

• To improve **looks**:
  • Design for both regular and Retina display pixel density.
  • Download appropriately-sized “hero” images for screen width.
  • Use reliable prebuilt code like Flex Slider.
BASIC PLAN

*magic*